The results of EPR study of phosphate glasses of the system CaO-P2O5 implanted with Cr +, V + and 95 Mo+ are reported. It is shown that Cr3+,V4+ and Mo5+ can present in implantation layer in their typical isolated states depending on glass composition and implantation conditions. It was found that at high implantation doses ferromagnetic compound CrO2 and crystal VO2 are formed.
Electron paramagnetic resonance(EPR) yields information concerning valence state and local environment of implanted transition metal (TM) ions, as well as the nature of structural defects induced in the substrate by the implantation. EPR is also very sensitive to interactions among transition ions, and to the formation of both clusters and fine crystalline inclusions containing atoms of transition metals. To EPR spectrum of NO2 has been obtained [2] . The molecular CO2-ions are formed in phosphate glasses implanted with C + [3] . For all phosphate glasses implanted with Pb + the narrow line at g=1.9986 which was observed neither other glasses nor other implants has been found [3] .
Our main scientific interest is related to the study of glasses implanted with transition metals (TM). We wold like to clarify peculiarities of incorporation of TM in glass-network under conditions distinct from the usual addition of TM to batches before glass melting. In our earlier work [4] we have shown that structureless line of Cu2+ with g=2.26 and g=2.05 was observed in Cu-implanted phosphate glasses. The well resolved sextet of Mn2+ ions with A=80 G at g=2 has been found in some phosphate glasses implanted with Mn 2+ [4] . Recently [5] we investigated phosphate glasses implanted with Ti +, V +,Co +. In the present work we continue the study of EPR In phosphate glasses containing >50 mol.% P2O5 implanted with V + vanadium is present in V3+ according optical data. In glasses with x<50 at D<1x10 17 cm-2 the EPR spectrum with hyperfine structure of V4+ observed (see Fig.2 ). 
